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Is there any similarity between the contexts of the Holy Bible and the Holy Quran, and
can this be proven mathematically? The purpose of this research is using the Bible
and the Quran as our corpus, we explore the performance of various feature extraction
and machine learning techniques. The unstructured nature of text data adds an extra
layer of complexity in the feature extraction task, and the inherently sparse nature of
the corresponding data matrices makes text mining a distinctly difficult task. Among
other things, We assess the difference between domain-based syntactic feature extraction
and domain-free feature extraction, and then use a variety of similarity measures like
Euclidean, Hillinger, Manhattan, cosine, Bhattacharyya, symmetries kullback-leibler,
Jensen Shannon, probabilistic chi-square and clark. For a similarity to identify similari-
ties and differences between sacred texts.
Initially I started by comparing chapters of two raw text using the proximity measures
to visualize their behaviors on high dimensional and spars space. It was apparent there
was similarity between some of the chapters, but it was not conclusive. Therefore, there
was a need to clean the noise using the so called Natural Language processing (NLP).
For example, to minimize the size of two vectors, We initiated lists of similar vocabulary
that worded differently in both texts but indicates the same exact meaning. Therefore,
the program would recognize Lord as God in the Holy Bible and Allah as God in the
Quran and Jacob as prophet in bible and Yaqub as a prophet in Quran.
This process was completed many times to give relative comparisons on a variety of
different words. After completion of the comparison of the raw texts, the comparison
was completed for the processed text. The next comparison was completed using proba-
bilistic topic modeling on feature extracted matrix to project the topical matrix into low
dimensional space for more dense comparison.
Among the distance measures intrdued to the sacred corpora, the analysis of similarities
based on the probability based measures like Kullback leibler and Jenson shown the best
result. Another similarity result based on Hellinger distance on the CTM also shows
good discrimination result between documents.
This work started with a believe that if there is intersection between Bible and Quran,
it will be shown clearly between the book of Deuteronomy and some Quranic chapters.
It is now not only historically, but also mathematically is correct to say that there is
much similarity between the Biblical and Quranic contexts more than the similarity
within the holy books themselves. Furthermore, it is the conclusion that distances based
on probabilistic measures such as Jeffersyn divergence and Hellinger distance are the
recommended methods for the unstructured sacred texts.
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Say, O believers, "We have believed in Allah (God, and what has been revealed to us and
what has been revealed to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the
Descendants and what was given to Moses and Jesus and what was given to the
prophets from their Lord. We make no distinction between any of them, and we are
believers in submission to Him." (Ch2. Baqara 2:136) Delano et al. [2007].
I would like to start this thesis by asking these questions; why are so many wars fought in
the name of religion? What differences are so important that thousands if not hundreds
of thousands of lives have been given for this cause? How do we as a collective or any
individual make a change to stop the relentless killing in the name of religion? It is my
intention to prove mathematically that an analysis of the Holy Bible and the Quran using
different measurement techniques from different mathematical families can help people
see the similarities and not the differences in religions. This is one persons attempt to
use mathematical calculations to bring peace to the world. Regardless of what religion,
the idea of worshiping a power greater than yourself is generally accepted, so why do we
focus on the differences and use these differences to differentiate ourselves from others.
If a person believes in God, then it is generally accepted that God is perfect and our
creator. One should ask themselves the question of why would the creator of everything
give different commandments to each of His prophets? Why would there be differences
in what He requires of humanity? Why would there be differences in the messages? Does
this describe the omnipotent perfect God that each faith, perspective, belief, religion has
of their creator. If anyone reads the books of the Christians or the Muslims they will
read that indeed there are some differences. So where did these differences come from?
are they the difference of what it is called mathematical noise or difference of contexts?
Many whys need to be answered and it is the purpose of this research to use statistical
and programming tools to answer some of them mathematically and we are hoping to
put the first step to prove that the words of the creator are more similar than different.
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1.1 Thesis Scope
The main motivation for our research is to find answers for questions like, how can one
define and use a valid and useful measured of similarity between two sacred source? are
sacred texts from Abrahamie religion as different as naysayers make them to be? How
similar are biblical and Quranic sacred texts?
The thesis research starts by considering two fragments of sacred texts, lets say:
{d1=Quranic texts, d2=Biblical texts} and let 0 ≤ =(di, dj) ≤ 1 be the similarity
functions. Given the data in form of corpora, how one can estimate and learn =n(., .)?
The first attempt is using the Similarities on our raw corpora =raw(., .)= use term docu-
ment matrix along with the proposed similarity measures on real numbers. The Challenge
we faced here is the corpora in texts format and it is unstructured. Hence, it needs to be
processed to obtain the dimension using natural language processing. So by doing that,
we are mapping the raw data into new space, di → ďi ∈ RP×1 such that
P ≡ number of terms or n-grams in the bag of words




ď11 ď12 ď13 . . . ď1p
ď21 ď22 ď23 . . . ď2p
ď31 ď32 ď33 . . . ď3p
ďn1 ďn2 ďn3 . . . ďnp

once D is created, =raw(ď1, ď2) can be obtained using one of the distances presented in
chapter 4. To remedy the limitation of the raw document term matrix, we proposed
extracting topics from the join corpus, then using topical allocation - projection of a
given document as an input to the similarity engine as follows:
• obtain the corpus
• processing the corpus using NLP
• Performing latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) or Correlated Topics Modeling (CTM)
on the processed corpus.
• So, given (di, dj), we obtained {Zi = Topics(di) , Zi = Topics(dj)}
• we finally perform similarity measures again on the projected space =CTM (Zi, Zj)
such that 0 ≤ =CTM (., .) ≤ 1
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The topics projection Zi, Zj contains aspects of the semantic meaning, and therefore
better to represent the document than the raw data matrix. Typically, Zi and Zj are
the topical proportion Zi, Zj ∈ θ(0, 1). This domain will provide extra advantage for
probabilistic- based distances like kullback-leibler and Jensen Shannon. Throughout,
similarities are computed but since it is all unsupervised learning, it is hard to determine
how good the measure is? Therefore, we proposed an indirect supervision validation
scheme based on what we call the Expert Similarity Measure.
→ Assume that an expert theologian well versed in the Quran or the Bible or both can
provide us with topical description of the texts of interests. In practise we found such
topical description quite readable from the Internet. Then we can create a matrix Ψ of
the similarities computed based on the experts.
In other words, for di and dj two sacred texts to be compared, the expert will have
assigned them to some expert topical space
W =

Docs W11 W12 W13 W14 W15 W16 W17 W1q
d1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
d2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
d3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
dn 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

So, Expert has q topics and n = 60 documents, → W ∈ {0, 1}n×q.
Wi` =
{
1 if topics ` in doc i
0 otherwise
ψij = =(wi, wj) = Jaccard(wi, wj)
ψ =

ψ11 ψ12 . . . ψ1n
ψ21 ψ13 . . . ψ2n
. . . . . .
ψn1 ψn2 . . . ψnn

So, ψ is our standard baseline matrix.
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For assessing the goodness of a given similarity and projection method:
→ Define
1. | =raw(di, dj)−Ψ(di, dj) |= δraw(di, dj)
2. | =CTM (di, dj)−Ψ(di, dj) |= δCTM (di, dj)
if : δCTM < δraw , conclude that CTM mimics ( approximates) the expert better.
We assume that ψ is the ground truth of a sacred book.
The distances applied to the corpora of this research are a collection of different distances
such Euclidean, Hillinger, Manhattan, cosine, Bhattacharyya, symmetries kullback-leibler,
Jensen Shannon, probabilistic chi-square and clark. For a similarity, we used the Similarity =
1 − distance for distances that satisfies d(x, y) = d(y, x), and Similarity = 11+distance
when d(x, y) 6= d(y, x)
1.2 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides the data collection and processing.
Chapter 3 illustrates the overview of the proposed techniques related to the similarity
measures along with their mathematical proprieties. Chapter 4 is a continuation of the
explanation of the techniques that are related to feature extraction and different topic
modeling techniques. Chapter 5 and 6 illustrates the research setup and it also reports
on the results of using the proposed approach on the research studies. Chapter 7 draws
conclusions from the presented research, and outlines potential future research that could
be extended from this thesis.
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1.3 Major Components of the Engine
The diagram below illustrates the major steps used for the analysis followed by the
evaluation algorithm.
Figure 1.1: Major Components of the System
CQAS 7
1.4 Algorithm
Figure 1.2: The Research Algorithm
2




The first data source is the English translation of the book of Quran available in Delano
et al. [2007]. It is a religious book for Muslims people of past, present, and future.
Muslims believe that the Quran is in its original form until today and will remain so
under the protection of God until the end of time. As in the Bible there are so many
topics covered. Topic distribution in Quran talks about so many themes such as, spiritual
guidance, political guidance, community and family guidance, love, punishment, mercy,
the creation and its conception, as well as God just to name a few. Quran is considered
a spiritual guidance for those willing to learn what God has ordained for them and used
as a rule book for the game of life so to speak. Similarly, to the Bible, there are many
prophets and their stories mentioned. Jesus, Moses, Noah, and Abraham to name a few.
Recorded are the stories of the prophets as a means of guidance and used as a medium
to teach present and future generations how to conduct oneself Ali [1934]. One of the
greatest difficulties was finding a trusted translation of the Quran, mostly due to the
fact that it was revealed and past down through generation in the Arabic language. The
chosen version for this research is from Maududi [2011] website which has translations
available in many different languages and done so by many respected and well educated
scholars. Considering that the author of this research has half of the Quran memorized
and now after years of learning English, it is believed that this is the best choice to use
as a comparison as a legitimate translation. Mathematically for comparison of the Bible
and Quran there should be a unit of comparison. For the purpose of this research, one
chapter is considered one unit of comparison and 30 chapters in total will be compared.
In order to create equal units of comparison, text measuring 30 - 32 kb is considered one
chapter.
2.2 Bible
The second data source is the book of Bible. The chosen copy of bible is obtained from
Biblica [1973, 1978, 1984, 2011], the 21st Century King James Version (KJ21). It is the
revelation of God given to humanity through the prophet Jesus. This book is respected
as Gods guidance and law across all Christian faiths. The Bible is the Christian source
for spiritual guidance, family and community guidance, love, punishment, mercy, the
creation and its conception, as well as God just to name a few Hyers [1984]. The Bible
tells the stories of the prophets of God as a means of teaching His believers how to handle
difficult situation, how to treat others, what to do when being mistreated, and how to
spread love and mercy to name a few. It is much more than just the collection of the
prophets Jesus, Moses, Noah, and Abraham.
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It is the guidance and the rulebook for Christians who desire to follow what God has
ordained for them Eissfeldt [1965]. The mathematical units for this study is the holy
chapters in both books. In order to use similar means of measurements, the following
books were used from the Bible; Deuteronomy, Genesis, Exodus, Isiah and Jeremiah.
These books, as well as the Quran, were equally divided into to files of size 30-32 kb to
obtain the same comparison unit. The following two fragments of sacred corpus represent
the nature structure of the our data.
Deuteronomy Part of CHAPTER 1
8 Behold, I have set the land before you: go in and possess the land which
the LORD sware unto your fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to give unto
them and to their seed after them. 9 Âű And I spake unto you at that time,
saying, I am not able to bear you myself alone: 10 The LORD your God
hath multiplied you, and, behold, ye [are] this day as the stars of heaven for
multitude. 11 (The LORD God of your fathers make you a thousand times
so many more as ye [are], and bless you, as he hath promised you!) 12 How
can I myself alone bear your cumbrance, and your burden, and your strife?
13 Take you wise men, and understanding, and known among your tribes,
and I will make them rulers over you. 14 And ye answered me, and said, The
thing which thou hast spoken [is] good [for us] to do. 15 So I took the chief of
your tribes, wise men, and known, and made them heads over you, captains
over thousands, and captains over hundreds, and captains over fifties, and
captains over tens, and officers among your tribes
Quran Part of CHAPTER 1
2|2|This is the Book of Allah: there is no doubt about it. It is guidance to
God fearing people, 2|3|who believe in the unseen, establish the Salats and
expend (in Our way) out of what We have bestowed on them; 2|4|who believe
in the Book We have sent down to you (i.e. the Qur’an) and in the Books
sent down before you, and firmly believe in the Hereafter. 2|5|Such people
are on the right way from their Lord and such are truly successful. 2|6|As for
those who have rejected (these things), it is all the same to them whether you
warn them or do not warn them: they are not going to believe. 2|7|Allah has
sealed up their hearts and ears and a covering has fallen over their eyes, and
they have incurred the severest punishment. 2|8|Then there are some who
say, "We believe in Allah and the Last Day", whereas they do not believe at
all. 2|9|They thus try to deceive Allah and the Believers, but they succeed
in deceiving none except themselves and they realize it not.
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2.3 Document’s Name Code
Data Size
• Mathematical Unit of comparison=Chapter=30 kilobyte of terms (The kilobyte is
a multiple of the unit byte for digital information)







The chapters are coded by the first Ch.number for the thirty chapters we have for each
document.
1. Chapters obtained from holy Bible coded as follows:
• Name Ch.x.D referred to chapters obtained from Deuteronomy.
• Ch.x.G referred to chapters obtained from Genesis.
• Ch.x.E referred to chapters obtained from Exodus.
• Ch.x.Is referred to chapters obtained from Isaac.
• Ch.x.JE referred to chapters obtained from Jeremiah.
2. Chapters obtained from holy Quran coded as follows:
• Name ch.x such that x=1,2,. . . ,30 for full Quran.
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2.4 DTM for the Raw Data
The first input of similarity measures done using the raw corpus.The raw corpus in
this case refers to corpora without applying any of the knowledge discovery algorithms.
We are interested to handle the big corpus without any possible modification to test
distance measures improvement. Hence, the term document matrix of the raw texts was
normalized and unitized as follows: Each document is represented in a vector space with
tf-idtf normalization. The vectors then unitized to such that
∑
d xij = 1 Non of the
information retrieval technique for feature extraction were applied. he second input of
the data is to use the processed
2.5 Processing the Row Corpus
The second input to classify the distances is again using the raw corpora but with reduced
noise. The steps of preparing the raw texts as follows:
2.5.1 Information Retrieval
First we need to understand some concepts related to the process of the typical process
of knowledge discovery. Information retrieval is the activity of finding material (usually
documents) of an unstructured nature (usually text) that is relevant to an information
need from a collection of information resources (usually stored on a computer) Manning
and Schütze [1999]. A common example of information retrieval with respect to text
analysis is using Google to search for any topic. Measuring what documents or website
are retrieved (recall) and what fraction of those documents have relevant information
to the user’s need (precision) Singhal [2001], you end up with the modern day Google,
however, this application has many more everyday uses such as email search, searching
a file on your laptop to name a couple. By continually recalculating the quality matrix
of recall and precision you end up with more accurate or relevant information. To search
all the documentation in a corporation or sift through all the information on the Internet
would be impossible. However, information retrieval takes most of the hard work away
for us and therefore and essential part of today’s world.
2.5.2 Filter the Text
In order to reduce the noise of the data, stop words and redundant words are removed.
Any words that have less than three letters were omitted. To improve the performance of
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Figure 2.1: Knowledge Discovery Process in Databases (KDD)
the research a specific list of stop words was created. The Bible and the Quran use num-
bers and letters to distinguish between one verse or chapter from another, those marks
were removed. According to prior knowledge and scanning of the text, an additional stop
words list is created, see Appendix A for full list. This list includes the original English
stop words, any noise words, any words believed not to give any value to the analysis or
little semantic meaning like rare words. This is implemented in R using the tm package
Feinerer.
2.5.3 Categorized Terms
The interest of this research is to study the Bible and Quran for similarities, not for
specific content details of each book. Therefore, we implicitly defined equivalence classes
of tokenization by grouping words. The importance of this step is to give results that
are more accurate with respect to distance as well as reducing the dimensionality of the
text. Relative words for comparisons sake are programmed to be counted as a single
word or category. Some examples are as follows,
1. Whenever the name of a prophet is mentioned, even different spellings of a prophets
name, or the noun prophet itself is mentioned it is counted and labelled prophet.
2. Any female mentioned by name or the pronouns she or the word women-woman
are grouped under the label of woman.
3. words related to fire and hell were collected under the term punishment.
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4. Any specific types or names of food are generalized as food.
5. Whenever the words Lord, God, and Father are mentioned from the Bible and the
word allah from the Quran, they are all grouped as God.
6. the words related to satan and devil were collected under the term evil.
7. Any food including fruits, vegetables, meet,. . . etc mentioned by name were grouped
under the label of food.
8. Any drink mentioned by name were grouped under the label of drink.
9. All Arabic and Islamic expressions that has high frequency were translated to their
English meaning:
• giblah converted to direction.
• aiiah|surah converted to verses.
• mushrik|mushriken converted to disbeliever.
• asham converted to location.
• zakah|zakat converted to charity.
• salat converted to prayer
• ahikam translated to wisdome.
See Appendix B for full list
2.5.4 Minimize Distance Between Vectors
The sacred texts used for this research was obtained from an online source. Therefore,
extra meta characters were expected to be found within the data. Dots and hyphens
that used to break single words were removed. Additionally, further steps were applied
on the texts such as removing punctuations from strings, chapters marks and HTML
tags as well as white spaces. Furthermore, a lower case conversion was applied Ng et al.
[1997].
2.5.5 Synonymy and Polysemy
Synonymy is the case of two terms that are written differently but hold the same meaning.
It is common in sacred text that two different words have the same or similar meaning
and there are many of them in the Bible and Quran. However, we are not concerned
about this issue when it comes to this study, because performing probabilistic topical
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analysis will allocate words in according to there co-occurrence. In other words, when
performing probabilistic topic modeling, two exact words can have different probability in
different topics according to theFor example, different synonymous of the word "old" are
could be antiquated, ancient, obsolete, extinct ect, and when applying topics modeling;
it will put the word antique under a topic that is different than the the topic of word
ancient. With that is being said, words with same semantic meanings will not miss-lead
the result.
Another problem arisen when analysing texts data is polyseme. A polyseme is the case
when there is several meanings for a word. To tackle this problem, a "WordNet dictionary
can be used through R environment and many other language. WordNet is an annotated
semantic lexicon database introduced to R using the package WordNet, Stevens et al.
[2011], that has a collection of nouns, verbs, adjectives and definitions of vocabulary and
places them in to similar sets. It is available and commonly used for text analysis and
natural language processing(NLP). This program is used to reduce the differences in the
translations of the Bible and Quran from their original language by combining most of
the synonymous and polyseme words to a root word. However, we are not concerned
about polyseme for the same reason mentioned for Synonymy.
2.5.6 Stemming the Texts
’stemming refers to the reduction of words to their roots so that, for example, different
grammatical forms or declinations of verbs are identified and indexed (counted) as the
same word’ Nisbet et al. [2009]. So basically we are grouping morphologically related
words. This step is an important approach for information retrieval and text analysis
applications in general, an example is clustering, measures of textual similarity, automatic
text processing etc. The benefits for stemming the context are to reduce the size of the
data and to enhance information retrieval performance.
There are several approaches for stemming, affix or suffixes removal, Porter stemming
algorithm , n-grams,table look up, stochastic algorithms, and matching algorithms Hull
[1996]. R by default implements, a popular method in information retrieval known
as Porter’s stemming. In this technique, the stemmed word reduced; in most cases,
incomprehension meaning topics. For this research, out of many stemming algorithms,
we used affixes and suffix removal algorithm to support the comparison of the two groups
Harman [1991]. In this technique, the algorithm replaces the related group of words to
the root word (primarily lexical unit). This stemming technique is particularly useful by
removing the affix and suffix so that the root word is easily recognizable and readable.
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2.6 Document Term Matrix Representation
To extract useful information from unstructured texts, we transform the textual data
into vector Spaces. One approach to achieve this is by using bag-of-words(BOW) repre-
sentation Deerwester et al. [1990]. BOW simplifies the statistical analysis by converting
the data in a matrix format. This matrix called the document term matrix (DTM) where
columns represent terms and rows represent document. Let D = {d1, d2, ..., dj} repre-
sents all the collection of documents in the data set, and T = {t1, t2, .., tn} represents all
the sets of terms in the document dj . The DTM is defined as the matrix of tk frequencies
within dj document. Because the occurrence of each term varies among the documents,
the DTM can be very sparse. Sparsity is the percentage of cells in the matrix that are
equal to zero. High percentage of sparsity in a DTM indicates that the distribution of
the terms occur in a few documents. For illustration of the concept of DTM, here is a
fragment of the actual term-document matrix from our corpora.
Quran.DTM =
Docs oaths obeys obligation obvious partner payment pearls perceiving perform
ch1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4
ch10 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
ch11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
ch12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ch13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
ch14 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ch15 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
ch16 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
ch17 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0




Docs affliction aflame afraid afreedomat afterward agate agather aggression
Ch1.D 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
Ch10.G 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Ch11.G 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
Ch12.G 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Ch13.E 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ch14.E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ch15.E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ch16.E 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Ch17.E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ch18.E 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Ch19.IS 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Ch2.D 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
Ch20.IS 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 1

Since the document may contain a small number of words from the entire vocabulary,
this process yields a sparse matrix. Indeed, although this new matrix transformation is
efficient, information will be lost because the text lost its syntactic structure.
An important aspect for DTM is weighting the terms occurrence within each document
and within the entire set of documents. Since we have two approach for measuring the
similarity, row text and the filtered corpora, we applied different weighting for each of
the DTM. For the raw text, we applied term frequency weighting, and global and local
weighting.
Local.Weight = L(t, d) = tfij (2.1)
As first step of local weight, every different word within each corpus is given a measure-
ment relative to the whole text. Higher frequencies would increase this value.
The second step is weighting the matrix globally to penalize the each document for
its common features across the data sets. The relative frequency of each word within
the entire set of documents is calculated. If any particular word has a high frequency
throughout the entirety of the text, then this word is deemed less valuable. Lower
frequency shows a differentiation between chapters.
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|{d ∈ D : t ∈ d}|
]
(2.2)
where N is the total number of documents and , and d ∈ D : t ∈ d is the number of
documents the contain the feature Sebastiani and Ricerche [2002].Finally, a new matrix
contains the normalized term frequency tij of the product between the global and local
weighting Azzopardi et al. [2009]. We express
tij = L(t, d) ∗ idf(t,D) (2.3)
Weight the terms lead to much better results, as it takes into account the relative im-
portance of potential search terms. Although weighting is assumed to be an unnecessary
step in latent Dirichlet allocation(LDA),Andrew and Beter [2010] shows applying differ-
ent weighting schemes can significantly improves the result.For this research, we applied
tf weight forDTM ∼ topic modding for N ∼ Possion(ζ).
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2.7 Distance Performance and the Ψ matrix
To asses the performance of a given similarity measure, a new matrix need to be defined
as a standard baseline matrix of comparison. To obtain this matrix, we mapped the
"true" topics to their chapters for both books using knowledge obtained by theological
person on the field. Once the topics were obtained, the presence of a topici ∈ chapterj
scored as 1 and 0 otherwise. Then we applied binary distance on the resulting matrix.
Accordingly, the strong similarity measure is the measure that is close to Ψ.
let [d1, d2, . . . , dn] ∈ expert matrix and let Simi = [Sim1, Sim2, . . . , Sim9] are the nine
distances measures applied on CTM and the raw DTM matrix . Therefore, The Ψ matrix
can be defined as follows:
1. Ψ = Expert.Sim = Jaccard.Sim(di, dj)
2. | =raw(di, dj)−Ψ(di, dj) |= δraw(di, dj)
3. | =CTM (di, dj)−Ψ(di, dj) |= δCTM (di, dj)
if : δCTM < δraw , conclude that CTM mimics the expert better.
One difficulty with this step is to utilize the pure knowledge from the expert point of view.
Extracting and sorting the relevant data from multiple experts can be always associated
with many online-text-mining steps. It is challenging because using a search engine may
make life a little easier but even then, the probability of extracting irrelevant possibilities
whiting a corpus is high. We had to get rid of the extremely repetitive words and possibly
differentiate relevant synonyms and translations mistakes. All of these factors and many






3.1 Measures of Similarity
One of the major text-based retrieval applications is determining semantic similarity
of texts. In supervised and unsupervised learning, detection of semantic similarity are
widely used in many areas of research such as automatic plagiarism detection Karatzoglou
et al. [2004], biomedical informatics Pedersen et al. [2007] semantic analysis Maguitman
et al. [2005], recommendation system, web clustering and browsing Schultz and Joachims
[2004] and so on. Schultz and Joachims [2004] and so on. The importance of evaluating
different dissimilarity measures is due to the fact that different distance algorithms can
convey slower, exact, or faster approximate results according to the context of the data.
For example, the study White and Jose [2004] investigated three classes of proximity
measures: association, correlation and distance on ten different pairs of chosen topics.
The study showed that the results vary from one measure to another and behaved dif-
ferently according to the features selection methods used on the data. This study for
Penney et al. [1998] is a comparison study to evaluate the performance of six similarity
measures in two-dimensional and three-dimensional medical image registration. Accord-
ing to the study, only two out of six intensity-based similarity measures were able to
register the clinical images accurately and robustly.
In this section we introduce different mathematical distances grouped mathematically
and we empirically evaluate their performance . Each distance family has specific math-
ematical properties that differentiates one another from each other. The effectiveness of
applying the similarity measure is believed to be related to the mathematical properties
of each family.
There is two types of Similarity similarity for measuring strings distance:
• String Similarity:
One way to calculate similarity between two strings is by using string kernel-based
methods. In String kernel functions, the kernel function calculates the inner prod-
uct between two string vectors. There are various types of string kernel methods,
such as; spectrum, boundrange, constant, exponential , fullstring and string. Each
type has its own matching character functionality. The String Kernel Functions
are implemented in R with package kernlab Karatzoglou et al. [2004]. String met-
ric family has several algorithms for measuring the similarity of two strings. It
calculates similarities between two strings by counting the number of operations
required for matching common substrings of a given sequence to another. Examples
for this algorithm are Levenshtein distance (edit distance), Damerau Levenshtein,
Hamming distance and longest common subsequence metric. The main difference
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between those distances is the number of optimal string alignment chosen for each
algorithms.
Using either String Kernel or String metric approach has limitations with respect
to this analysis. These two approaches are more applicable for evaluating semantic
similarity measures of gene analysis in computational biology, quantify the sim-
ilarity of DNA structures Leslie et al. [2002], Spell checkers Cucerzan and Brill
[2004], SVM text classification Lodhi et al. [2002], discriminative protein classifi-
cationLeslie et al. [2004].
This can be a useful choice in sacred texts, to compute the differences between two
short sacred strings such as the difference of two random verses.
For R implementation, seevan der Loo [2013], Keuleers and Keuleers [2013], Goslee
and Urban [2007] and Chessel et al. [2004].
• Metric Similarity :
The first measure of similarity referes to the so called metric similarity. Metric simi-
larity refers to the distance between two points in metric spaces Cha. Some important
topological properties of metric distance are:
1. d(x, y) ≥ 0
2. d(x, y) = 0 , if and only if , x = y
3. d(x, y) = d(y, x)
4. d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)
To apply this concept to this research, we need to be able to have a measure to evaluate
the closeness of two vectors of distributions in latent space. Taking into consideration
that each corpus has a number of different latent topics. A specific technique is used in
order to estimate the number of topics over all documents and focused on the distribution
of words per topic. This is done in order to give an equivalent number of topics which
result in uniform matrix of comparison. Two topics are considered similar if they share
similar distribution of tokens. Two specific topics are identical when they have exact
distribution of words.
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An important question to be answered is, to what extent two documents share similar
topics. in other words, for a set of documents θdj =
{
θt1iθt2i , . . . , θtki
}
, what is the
topical interaction between any given dj such that θtij represents the tokens distribution
for a dj document.
Applying topic modeling techniques will help to project the features from the DTM
space into small dimension space. Obtaining the topical assignment matrix will identify
the topical proportions of each document. Therefore, the similarity can be applied for
two given documents upon their topics projection. Two topics of different documents
are considered to be similar if they share similar word distribution and two documents,
accordingly, considered to be similar if the topics distributions are similar to some extent.
3.2 Minkowski Family
When it comes to text and data mining, we commonly face the challenge of a high
dimensional space data which proven to have an impact on the choice of the distance.
In our analysis,iIt is even worse because the raw data is very sparse. When p=2, the
Minkowski distance is Euclidean distance, and when p=1 is sometimes known as the
Manhattan distance. In this Euclidean family, studies shown the members of this family
tend to be consistently sensitive to the p-th power of the absolute value. Aggarwal et al.
[2001]. In our case, it is more likely for the unitized sparse document term matrix to




For two probability distribution,D = (d1, d2, d3, .., di)Q = (q1, q2, q3, .., qi), theMinkowski
distance is a metric distance class on Euclidean space given by the corresponding for-










When p = 1, Minkowski is Manhattan distance. When p = 2, the formula becomes the
popular distance measure euclidean distance. Many studies investigated the association
between the week performance of this family on a high dimension space and examine the
sensitivity of applying proximity and distance on such a space. Actually, many of the
study concluded that the metric distance lose their qualitative meaning with high p-th
power.
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3.2.1 Euclidean and Manhattan Distance
The Euclidean distance is probably the most popular and commonly used type of dis-









|pi − qi| (3.3)
This distance function tends to be more robust with high dimensional and is more prefer-
able than the Euclidean distance metric Aggarwal et al. [2001].
3.3 Inner Product Family
3.3.1 Cosine Similarity
Cosine Similarity measure is the normalized inner product between two documents on
the Vector Space that measures the cosine of the angle between them . The formula can
be written as















where 1 indicates the two vectors are the same and 0 means they are different.
Mathematically, cosine measure considered to be very efficient measure of similarity and
popularly used for many applications, but from text analysis point of view this measure
tends to be biased Li and Han [2013]. The following figure shows an example of cosine
measure of similarity values between two shared features vectors. The result indicates
that Cosine tend to behave less accurately for the DTM.
Qian et al. [2004] study shows in high dimensional space , the Cosine distance tends to
have similar result as euclidean distance.
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Figure 3.1: Cosine similarities between five synthetic Vectors
3.4 Squared-Chord Family
3.4.1 Bhattacharyya Distance
Bhattacharyya distance is another measure of variation that has the certain properties;
it is symmetric, positive-semidefinite and unbounded. It is defined as:





Clearly 0 ≤ DB(P,Q) ≤ ∞







piqi (Hellinger distances) does Kailath [1967].
3.4.2 Hellinger Distance




















3.5.1 Probabilistic Symmetric chi-Square and Clark Distance
















3.6 Shannon’s Entropy Family
3.6.1 Kullback-Leibler Divergence
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL divergence) or relative entropy is one way to measure
the dissimilarity between two probability distribution. Using this divergence, we measure
the amount of knowledge we obtain by moving form a prior distribution to a posterior
distribution Lin [1991a]. Given P(i) and Q(i) two vectors of the probability distribution,










This measure is only defined if P and Q both sum to 1 and both Q(i) and P(i) should
be non-negative. Although this, non-negative, measure is widely used in many appli-
cations in pattern recognition, image processing and statistical measure of dissimilar-
ity in general, it is worth knowing that The KL divergence is not a distance, since
Dk(p, q) 6= Dk(q, p). An extension of Kullback-Libler is the symmetric Jeffreys diver-
gence measure that is numerically stable, symmetric so the comparison direction does
not matter to us. Jeffrey divergence can be defined as:








Clearly, 0 ≤ DKL(P,Q) ≤ 1. As it can be seen, both divergence measures are undefined
when Q(i) = 0 and P (i) 6= 0. This can be a problem when dealing with the raw
texts because of the high sparsity of DTM, the absolute continuity condition cannot be
satisfied. Therefore, a small value of epsilon was added to ovoid log(0/0) for the raw
matrix. Lin [1991b] presents a new class of information-theoretic divergence measure




The Jensen-Shannon divergence derived to overcome the weaknesses of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence, see Budka et al. [2011].
It is defined in terms of a symmetrizing relative entropy as follows:















3.7 Jaccard Similarity on the Expert Matrix
For Given two binary documents, Jaccard Similarity measures the intersection of two
documents attributes. It is given by
J(di, dj) =
T11
T01 + T10 + T11
(3.12)
The Jaccard distance is complementary to the Jaccard coefficient and is obtained by :
DJ(di, dj) = 1− J(di, dj) (3.13)
Unlike Cosine measure, Jaccard satisfy the Lorenz concentration theory which implies






For the high dimensional space, it is expected that many features (words) can be redun-
dant and irrelevant. The more noise we have, the less accurate performance of similarity
we will get. We need, therefore, to be able to achieve the trade off between the features
and dimensionality. In other words, we want to reduce the noise of the data without
loosing the meaning of the features. We have a set of sacred corpora, and each corpus
is a mixture of observed "terms". The goal is to find a method that is able to first,
find these latent topics among the mixture of words and second, label these words prob-
abilistically under categories called themes.In other words, we need to find a tool that
extracts features and reduces the dimensionality of the data. This is indeed similar to
the idea behind principle component analysis PCA and Factor Analysis. In fact, the idea
of applying probability to draw a conclusion based on topical projection is very similar
to the idea behind loading matrix in factor analysis.
However, from a text analysis point of view, we need to extend the idea of factor analysis
to be able to use the joint distribution to compute the conditional distribution of the
hidden structure given the observed words. The document is a distribution of topics,
and each topic is a distribution of underlying words. The aim is to compute word prob-
abilities under topics and topics probabilities under documents. The problem is totally
unsupervised, The input of our research is a set of sacred chapters with no predefined
topics. The only prior knowledge specified in my work, is the optimal topic numbers
extracted. For R applications, see Hornik and Grün [2011], Chang and Chang [2010] and
Jurka et al. [2014] for topics classification.
4.1 Probabilistic latent semantic analysis
The generative probabilistic model also called Aspect model is a bag of words model.
The process of this generative model can be described with graphical model. ww are
observed random variables and Zw are latent variables. The arrow between the circles
indicates conditional probability. θd is z-prior mixture of topics that are assigned to




Figure 4.1: Plate Diagram of PLSA. For more information ,see Blei et al. [2003a]
So for each topic, we generate θd and for each terms we draw the topical distribution Z
randomly from the distribution θd, and finally, we draw ww from the distribution that is
specified by a certain topic Z. This process is repeatedD times. W is shaded here because
it is the only variable that has known values. An issue with this model is overfitting that
leads to poor predictive performance. Hofmann [2004]
4.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
to overcome the over-fitting in PLSA, we need a model that structured to fit well in
training data set, and be able at the same time to perform well for testing data. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is more robust than PLSA in the sense that LDA overcome
the over-fitting problem and produced a more consistent probabilistic model.
LDA basically is a bag-of-word generative model where each topic is modeled as probabil-
ity distributions over terms. In the previous graphical model, we did not have parameters
alpha and beta. The main difference between the PLSA model and LDA is that the pa-
rameters θd no longer a parameter but it is a random variable that comes from a certain
distribution that counts all the thetas. The distribution of is specified to be Dirichlet
distribution such that















Dirichlet distribution from a mathematical point of view is the conjugate prior of multi-
nomial. if the prior distribution of the multinomial parameters Z ∼ Mult(θd) and
W ∼Mult(β) is Dirichlet then the posterior distribution is also a Dirichlet distribution
Blei et al. [2003b].It is assumed that for any chosen words within a document D is inde-
pendently selected from a mixture of k topic. So sampling a word from document D will
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not have an effect of the choice of any of the subsequent words. This feature of LDA can





Figure 4.2: Plate Diagram of LDA. For more information, Blei et al. [2003a]
subsectionGenerative Process Generative Process
1: for document dd in corpus D do
2: Choose θd ∼ Dirichlet(α)
3: for position w in dd do
4: generate a topic zw ∼ Multinomial(θd)
5: generate a word ww p(ww|zw, β), a multinomial distribution over words con-
ditioned on the topic and the prior β. So in this generative process we
have:
• D, k,N are fixed known parameters.
• α β are fixed unknown parameters.
• θd,zw, w are random variables.
4.3 Correlated Topic Modeling
One of the limitation of LDA is its inferior to capture the correlation of un-
derlying topics. When one considers the correlation among latent topics, the
resulting topics are less associated than CTM Blei and Lafferty [2007], Li and
McCallum [2006], Wang et al. [2007]. LDA uses Dirichlet prior and each topic
is independently selected without taking into account correlations among topics
themselves. CTM does not apply Dirichlet instead it uses Gaussian distribu-
tion. Gaussian distribution captures the correlation of the latent topics more
efficiently. Our corpora are sacred text and it is assumed we have strong re-
lationship between the topics. Based on this, applying CTM should result in
more realistic model and will introduce many more latent topics than LDA does
Murphy [2012].
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Figure 4.3: graphical model representation of the Correlated Topic Mode,
see Blei and Lafferty [2006a]
We modified Step 2 in LDA generative process to the following:
with η ∈ R(k−1) and
∑




• set f(ηk,i) = exp(ηk,i)∑Nk
i=1 exp(ηk,i)
fori = 1, . . . , Nk and forK = 1, . . . ,K
Such that µk is the mean of the topics distribution, and ΣK−1 is variance-
covariance matrix of topics on the logit scale. As it can be seen, the generative
process of CTM is identical to that of LDA except that the topic proportions
are drawn from a logistic normal rather than Dirichlet. So in CTM we have
logistic normal distribution as a prior over θd.
Anther generative method to use is Dynamic Topic Modeling (DTM) Blei and
Lafferty [2006b]. In this algorithm, the topics are modeling according to the time
evolution in document corpora. underling topics. In regards to our research, it
could be interesting to investigate the evolution of the sacred text language
throughout the history of revelations, and accordingly one could be interested
to study further details account of specific event that arise by DTM. However, it
is not our intent to apply this technique because we need to have larger collection
of texts.
4.3.1 Posterior Distribution of CTM





fori = 1, . . . , Nk and forK = 1, . . . ,K
such that k is the number of the chosen topics. η is drawn from multivariate
Gaussian. In other words, we have a prior that is dependent on µ and σ, variance
covariance matrix of logistic normal . this step guarantees the dependence terms
to be grouped under one them more efficiently Cohen et al. [2008].
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4.4 learning Algorithm Using Variational Expecta-
tion Maximization
To test the model on a hold-out set, the data sets needs to be partitioned
into representative groups for both independent sets. When dividing the data
randomly, the likelihood of having a test set that would infer about a given
chapter is less likely than if we had a balanced design. Therefore, in this case,
it is important to use the stratified sampling for both training and test set as
follows:
Training set:
first training portion =75 % of Bible
second training portion =75% of Quran
Test set:
first test potion =15% of Bible
first test potion =15% of Quran
Full sets:
full training set=first training data +second trained data
full test set=the sum of both test Set
As a reminder, the prior probability of CTM model , ηk ∼ (µk,
∑
k), has logistic-
normal form. Needless to say that although there are significant studies that
have been done to determine the posterior probability using the conditional
distribution of Îÿ given w, computing the exact inference remains a challenge
due to the non-conjugacy of the logistic normal and multinomial distributions.
SeeRoberts et al. [2014], a recent study presented scalable inference using Gibbs
sampling algorithm for logistic-normal topic model. In this research, the al-
gorithm used is Variational Expectation Maximization (VEM) Wainwright and
Jordan [2008]. The basic idea of VEM is using the conditional distribution to
approximate the posterior usinge tractable family distribution when it is too
complex to draw from joint distributions Chen et al. [2013]. This is an opti-
mization problem rather than inference, and it trades accuracy for speed. This,
in fact, using VEM will not hurt our analysis because of the size of the cor-
pora. Although this "optimization" algorithm is less accurate to compute the
inference, it is less computational intractability and often faster algorithm than
exact inference Murphy [2012].
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4.5 Number of Topics K
K denotes the fixed number of topics specified prior to run any of the probabilis-
tic topic models. Each document has the ability to exhibit K > 1 topics because
we sample repeatedly within a document. According to the chosen number of
K, the resulting topical allocation matrix will have K columns of topics. Fixing
a-priori K is considered to be one of the limitation for LDA, CTM. Specifying
the number of K requires prior knowledge of the corpus and also affects the
interpretability of the resulting latent topics. For example, if we want to investi-
gate the topics related to a specific term; with high K, the term will be assigned
to many unrelated topics, and with low K, the modeled topics will cover high
number of unrelated words Landauer et al. [2013]. So, what is the right number
of K within a document?There is no exact answer to this question, the recent
way to answer this question is by applying hierarchical Dirichlet process LDA
model( HDP-LDA)Teh et al. [2006] to estimate the optimal K. However, this
has infeasible result on our data because of small corpus size. Another way
to estimate the number of K is by applying the maximum log likelihood on a
sequence of topics, and chose the optimal K topics associated with highest log
likelihood value Griffiths and Steyvers [2004]. This leads to another measure of
goodness of fit measure,perplexity. This measure tests the ability of a model to









Empirically speaking, The choice of hyperparameter can control the number
of the chosen topics Blei et al. [2003b]. The number of topics chosen by log-
likelihood or (equivalently, perplexity) tends to be proportional to the choice
of hyperparameter alpha and beta. Modifying hyperparameters can affect the
perplexity result for each iteration. Therefore, we computed the perplexity over





5.1 General Topic Annotation
5.1.1 The structure and dimension of DTM for Bible and Quran
The following is the representation of both Sacred text term document matrix.
Bible.DTM1 DocumentTermMatrix (documents30, terms 2334)
Non-/sparse entries 16588/53432
Sparsity 76%
Maximal term length 14
Weighting term frequency (tf)
Quran.DTM1 DocumentTermMatrix (documents30, terms 6442)
Non-/sparse entries 25709/167551
Sparsity 87%
Maximal term length 16
Weighting term frequency (tf)
As illustrated, the number of terms that appears in DTM is not large in compari-
son to the size of document. When applying LDA and especially CTM, we need
saturated corpus for converging, otherwise, the optimization converge scheme
for CTM will be very slow or not converge. However, if we had more corpora
of sacred text then we could remove the frequent terms and include terms that
have a term frequency (tf) value higher than the median or mean in order to
give more precision.
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5.2 The structure and dimension of all the data sets
used in the analysis
• »»The structure and dimension of the CTM-training»»
$nrow : int 44
$ ncol : int 9259
$ dimnames:List of 2
$ Docs : chr [1:44] "ch27" "ch3" "ch29" "ch23" ...
$ Terms: chr [1:9259] "abide" "abode" "abrogate" ..
class= "DocumentTermMatrix"
weighting= "term frequency" "tf"
• »» The structure and dimension of the CTM-test set»»:
$ ncol : int 5386
$ dimnames:List of 2
$ Docs : chr [1:16] "ch11" "ch15" "ch16" "ch17"
$ Terms: chr [1:5386] "abide" "abiding" "ablaze"...
class= "DocumentTermMatrix"
weighting= chr [1:2] "term frequency" "tf"
• »»The structure of the normalized RAW DTM for the raw analysis»»:
$ nrow : int 60
$ ncol : int 8119
$ dimnames :List of 2
$ Docs : chr [1:60] "Ch1.D" "Ch10.G" "Ch11.G" ..
$ Terms: chr [1:8119] "abid" "abl" "abod" "abov" ...
class= chr [1:2] "DocumentTermMatrix"
weighting = chr [1:2] "term frequency - inverse
document frequency (normalized)" "tf-idf"$
• »» The structure of the expert topical assignment matrix »»:
chr [1:2120, 1:60] "Gen.1" "0" "0" "0" "0" "0" "0" ..
dimnames=List of 2
$ : chr [1:2120] "Chapters" "aaron" "abd" "abel" ...
$ : chr [1:60] "Gen.1" "Jer.12" "Deut.22" "Isa.1"
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5.2.1 K Topics
The following plots are a projection of applying CTM and LDA on a sequence
of K-dimensional topics from k=2 to k=50, folds=3.
Figure 5.1: Number of Topics using LDA Algorithm
The graphs of perplexity and loglikelihood algorithm show that k choice of topics
for CTM and LDA is flatting after K=20-k=25, that means adding more than
20 topics will not add extra information to the model and it might add just
noise. Therefore, the chosen number of optimal topics chosen to be 20 topics for
the rest of this analysis. Although the choice of optimal K helped to identify
the proper number of topics for better document topic categorization, this step
might be not ideal for similarity measure especially for small corpora.
Lets look back to the total probability for a model chosen by LDA.
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Figure 5.2: Number of Topics using CTM Algorithm
p(W ,Z,θ,ϕ;α, β) = p(ϕi;β)p(θj ;α)(Zj,t|θj)p(Wj,t|ϕZj,t) (5.1)
The total probability of LDA,θd is K-dimension vector of topic probabilities per
document, which must add up to one. That means, the more value of assigned
k, the more terms we include; and consequently, the thinner probability per
topic we have. The question is, since the main goal of this research is finding
the optimal number of K that supplies us with enough information, but not
too much information that might affect the similarity between two documents.
Let us look at a few different examples of k and see how these different values
influence the analysis.
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Apparently, chapters tend to be more similar with less initiated K. Hence, we
need to be very aware of the influence of k value on the analysis. The more we
include topics, the more we add extra "confusion" of "cleaned" corpus to the
similarity matrix. Accordingly, the choice of k should interpret my data and at
the same time help me to get the lowest distance. Hence, a correlated model
with the exact k=20 is chosen for the rest of the analysis.
5.3 Topical Assignment
A document di ∈ [d1, d2, dN ] can be represented as a mixed proportions of K top-
ics. For another representation of θ matrix, topical assignment matrix projects
Dn vectors of K topics ranked by topics distribution. For example, document
ch27 can be viewed as a mixed proportions of topics:
Vd1 = [13, 20, 14, 3, 6, 15, 7, 1, 18, 17, 16, 12, 10, 4, 19, 8, 11, 9, 2, 5]
Needless to say that some topics are absent for C27 such as topic 15,2,5. It
will be more interesting if we have a closed look to the topical proportions in θ
matrix to highlight the size of each topics per document. AppendixA contains



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Topic.1 Topic.2 Topic.3 Topic.4 Topic.5 Topic.6 Topic.7 Topic.8 Topic.9 Topic.10
god god god god probhet god god god god god
shalt tabernacle probhet woman woman probhet earth israel land people
land gold son people land people woman people probhet land
woman probhet king days father surely womanry righteousness people almighty
thine commanded judah whatwomanr sons woman probhet nations israel day
man sockets people fast pharaoh beliwoman hundred holy declares jerusalem
day shalt egypt book god beliwomanrs drinks woman king israel
people altar babylon fear brothers book man joy children judah
eat pillars land remember esau rwomanaled sons light judah king
israel bars words foodht son twoman days salvation day drink
hand violet drink towards israel day ground children days declares
drink linen israel day hand fear ark bring covenant nations
fathers brass scroll probhet egypt evil day peace city woman
egypt israel gedaliah hajj judah unbeliwomanrs father justice time hand
possess set jerusalem twoman womanchem charity flesh drink bring assyria
heart thereof woman womanrything canaan covenant lived womanrlasting woman food
commandments fine baruch life house hell food look word hezekiah
children children sword harm children earth animals nwomanr saying zion
command testimony live prayer died chastisement living earth hear listen
days cubits officials mankind clans whatwomanr cain day son egypt
Ch15.E Ch16.E Ch28.JE ch28 Ch11.G ch11 Ch8.G Ch25.JE Ch28.JE Ch21.IS
Topic11 Topic12 Topic13 Topic14 Topic15 Topic16 Topic17 Topic18 Topic19 Topic20
god god god god god god god woman god god
day probhet day probhet probhet probhet surely probhet probhet people
hell egypt probhet people people people probhet god people woman
surely land jinn twoman woman surely woman father hell day
man pharao surely beliwoman surely signs people son beliwoman earth
earth israel people woman day earth evil laban day probhet
created people deny signs beliwoman chastisement beliwomanrs esau earth man
probhet children twain earth evil woman reward brother book land
people woman hell day bring hell beliwoman blessed life children
drink abram chastisement heavens chastisement evil book bore servants night
night forth lie beliwomanrs earth twoman twoman flock twoman fear
lie hand earth lie twoman beliwoman chastisement flocks created surely
brought egyptians drink fear fear day world set remember saying
deeds shalt twoman true father unbeliwomanrs fear mother chastisement evil
servant king woman surely deeds beliwomanrs earth named surely womanry
hand day power divinity reward call hell bless time set
life heart reward life wrong heavens wrong called worship hand
called servants created drink brother probhets day land woman sin
saysa sacrifice favours houses hell pharaoh women house mind food
twoman house man knowledge mercy true signs country probhets time
Ch25.JE Ch15.E ch25 ch8 ch16 ch25 ch28 Ch8.G ch16 Ch15.E
Table 5.4: The set of neighboring words for the highest probability topic per chapter
6
Proximity, Similarity and Distance
43
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6.1 Distances Between Probabilities Distribution
For increasing the computation and mathematical precision, the similarity mea-
sures should be applicable to compare two continues probability distribution. In
the case of LDA, we are comparing the density of two continuous distribution.
In fact, when k=2, Dirichlet is a special case of Beta distribution, which is a
family of continuous distributions.
In the case of CTM, the topic proportions are sampled from a logit-normal dis-
tribution, which is also a family of continuous distribution. Therefore, in both
cases of LDA and CTM, the resulting matrix of θ exhibit a continues distribution.
In the following sections, we are tyring to find an answer to how does the distance
measures can be affected by more or less noisy in the data? we are comparing
three main categories of distances: metric, divergence, and entropy using the
posterior probability as well as the raw unprocessed texts .The robustness of the
measures may vary from one category to another and within the category.
Weakness, sensitivity, and strength to the noisy data is critical and should be
considered when it comes to sacred contexts. This is due the fact that filtering
the sacred texts can be computationally expensive, a challenging task to do
because of the required prior knowledge and less effective at reflecting the actual
texts meanings. Thus, we chose to compare the row unfiltered corpora with the































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.10.1 Distances Between Probabilities Distribution of the Raw
Corpus
The following is the result of applying the distance algorithms on the raw data.
It clearly indicates, the distances losing their stability in the high dimensional
space. While the majority of them were able to detect at some level the syntactic
strength within each book’s entirety, but not across books. Similarity matrix
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Probabilistic Symmetric Chi−Square Similarity Matrix













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.16: Jensen-Shannon Divergence Clusters Result
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6.10.2 Expert Topical Assignment
This plot shows the Jaccard distance between the books according to the true
expert topical assignments matrix. We build this matrix by removing the mean-
ingless words from expert and identifying the presence of topics per book using
the term document matrix. The problem with this method is we dealt with
each token as a topic. The reality is, each token is considered to be a topic if
we penalize it and normalize it across documents. However, these methods are
valid to capture the highest frequent tokens across a given chapter, but they
are not going to do much for us when our intention is to merge different expert
topics. This is because each x-expert for a y-book has a different writing style to
express the main topic. A recommended way to build a low- dimension expert
matrix is to manually build a binary weighted matrix based on a set of chosen
topics. The drawback of this method is that it is slow and does not meet the




































































































































































































































Figure 6.17: Jaccard Similarity on the experts-topics matrix
It is interesting to look to the Quranic Ψ matrix separate from the biblical
expert matrix. We did this to see if merging three Ψ matrices could have some
influence on the distance result. According to this matrix PLOT, we notice
that the Quranic semantic is strongly related to each other. It indicates that
Quran structure used to emphasize similar issues multiple times throughout the
Quranic chapters.
According to the biblical Ψ matrix, it is noticed that some of the biblical chapters










































































































Figure 6.18: Expert-wise similarity matrix 1
The reason for this because the topical space provided by the expert for some of
the chapters. We either need to merge or average more than one expert DTM
to increase the topical dimensions of those or apply a dimensionality reduction
technique like PCA on expert DTM. However, we do not want to lose any
information throughout the matrix or reduce the dimension at this time.
Moreover, PCA is not recommended for the sparse DTM matrix. Consequently,
we calculated the highest frequent topics across biblical chapters to determine if
those empty chapters are empty because of their small size relative to other high
dimensions chapters or because they have no shared topics with other biblical






































































































































































































































Figure 6.20: Binary Similarity applied on small density topics
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6.11 Evaluation levels
6.11.1 First Similarity Evaluation
The first comparison was done to evaluate the similarities measures according
to their behavior on different level of noise and dimension. The input vectors of
comparison were chosen based on the result of the expert matrix, which gives
the following result:





As the figure shows, for the five different sacred chapters, few measures were able
to distinguish between the two different input matrices. ψ (similarity.Expert)
result plotted to visualize how each distance related to the true distance. We
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Figure 6.21: Distance behaviour detection through the two level of noise
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The Similarity.CTM level of comparison shows the result of similarity calcu-
lations across the five sacred chapters applied on the θ. The Similarity.Raw
displays the result using the texts with noise. Results from distances measures
applied on the raw corpus and the θ matrix show that most of the distances
are suffering at some level to distinguish between the documents and they are
clustering around the same similarity percentage.
Bhattacharyya, Clark, Manhattan, and Symmetric chi square, for example, ex-
hibit low discrimination power of both input matrices. While, on the other hand,
Symmetric Kullback, Euclidean and Hellinger show more realistic results. They
are able to distinguish the different types of the input data. Cosine and Jenson
gave contrasting results.
6.11.2 Second Step of Evaluation
1. Similarity Evaluation on CTM
Figure 6.22 illustrates the difference between the similarity percentages
obtained by the ψ and θ. The similarity measure that results in shorter
distance between these two matrices is considered.
The distances under evaluation here are the distances that were able to
pass the first level of comparison. Those distances are; Symmetric Kull-
back, Euclidean and Hellinger Cosine and Jenson. Among these distances,
Figure 2 indicates that the Kullback, Euclidean, Hellinger and Jenson are
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Figure 6.22: The difference between the expert matrix and the distances applied on
the CTM matrix
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2. Similarity Evaluation on Document Term Matrix of the Raw
Data:
Figure 6.23 shows the difference between the raw document term matrix
and the Ψ matrix. Looking at the result of Euclidean, Hillnger, Kullback
Leibler , Jenson achieved success at this level by giving relatively close
result to true distance measures of the ψ matrix.
As it is mentioned in the previous analysis Jenson and Cosine show con-
trasting result. This step is important to evaluate such a confusion. In
other words, Jenson was able to distinguish between the structure of the
different inputs as well as Cosine. However, cosine gives the farthest differ-
ence result when compared matrix. conversely, Jenson’s result was closer
to the rue distance given by the true expert distance - Ψ matrix which is
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Figure 6.23: The difference between the expert matrix and the distances applied on
the Raw matrix
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Below is the summary table of the above analysis. o summarise our analysis, we
sort the distance based on the following scoring interval:
• close distances if δx(di, dj) ≤ 20%
• medium distance if 40% ≤ δx(di, dj) ≤ 20%
• var distances if δx(di, dj) ≥ 40%
Distance Distinguation level mean.Difference.raw mean.Difference.raw score mean.Difference.CTM mean.Difference.CTM score
Bhattacharyya bad 9.400 close 12.400 close
clark bad 67.964 var 59.132 var
Cosine confused 27.400 medium 67.760 var
euclidean Bad 58.400 var 11.306 close
Hellinger medium 35.800 medium 20.800 close
Jenson Shanon confused 11.432 close 19.000 close
Manhattan bad 9.984 close * 9.624 close *
SymmetricChi-Square bad 46.446 var 46.840 var
SymmetricK-L good 14.768 close 22.700 medium to close
Table 6.10: Distance Score table
table 6.10 summarizes the three levels of comparison demonstrated above; dis-
tinguishing level, the difference of the distances applied on the document term
matrix of the raw data and ψ and the distances applied on θ matrix and ψ.
As it can be seen from the summery of the first level, the entropy family and
Hellinger distance scored as good which means they are the only distances were
able to differentiate between the different data inputs. The mean.difference.raw
and the mean.difference.CTM are the average of the distances for the five cho-
sen chapters, see appendix for full calculation relatd to this table. For these
two levels, the entropy family and Hellinger distance also demonstrate relative
stability in performance. Remarkably, Hellinger distance provides a lower bound
for the KL divergence, so convergence in KL divergence implies convergence of
the Hellinger distance.
7
Conclusion and Future Considerations
72
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The goal of this study is to find which distance works best for comparing sacred
texts to automate the similarity detection for the sacred corpora. Using the Bible
and the Quran as our corpora, we explore the performance of various statistical
methodology and feature extraction techniques to prepare the sacred chapters
for the final comparison. Initial comparison of the similarity between chapters
of two books with their noise showed there was a strong similarity within the
sacred book and rarely across the sacred books. Once similarity was determined,
a program was needed to mine the text before projecting into latent space for
the second step of the evaluation. The distances presented in this research
are Euclidean, Hillinger, Manhattan, cosine, Bhattacharyya,symmetric kullback-
leibler, Jensen Shannon, probabilistic chi-square and clark. We are evaluating
each measure according to; distinguishing ability of the different levels of noise
as well as closeness to the baseline matrix. A varity of analysis techniques were
completed to determine which technique best fits this type of text comparison.
7.1 Research Summary
I hope that this thesis could be a first step towards developing proximity en-
gine for sacred texts. The aim of this thesis has been to build a framework
for automatically mining the text and performing similarity. This work differs
from existing approaches in that it automatically clean the text, project it into
latent space and evaluate different similarity measures accordinglly. Many NLP
algorithms were used to compliment the analysis such as, stemming, translation
algorithm, and filtering to estimate the true model as accurate as possible and
to obtain efficient and sufficient knowledge for comparison.
After obtaining the three comparison matrices, we introduced nien distance
categories to contribute in studying the similarity between the sacred texts.
Throughout this work, we were able to contribute in the field of Statistics,
computer science and religious study by answering the following questions:
1. Is there similarity between Quran and Bible?
There are many factors related to the answer. A similarity measure is just
an indication of how close two textual objects are to each other. That
means it is a tool to convey some of the shared information between the
tested objects but not all the information. In fact, the different approaches
for measuring the similarity for corpora lead to different answers. In other
words, many factors should be considered when answering this question;
such as, the algorithm used for NLP processing, the dimension of the data,
and most importantly the distance measure algorithm used. As we proved
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earlier, that two distance measures can give contrasting answers for the
same data sets.
Bearing this in mind, this research provides an estimated answer for an
intersection between Bible and Quran which was clearly shown between
Deuteronomy and four chapters of the Quran.
2. What is the main feature for sacred text ?
The semantics structure found to be significant for sacred books. That
means, the sacred chapters tend to be strongly related among each other
but not across books. One reason for that is the hidden semantics rela-
tionship between the texts such as the writing style, the translation, the
language and slang used at a specific period of time. The feature research
approach to handle that is to use Markov chain monte carlo to extract
learn the pattren of the sacred structre.
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3. What is the recommended proximity measure for sacred text ?
We found that the entropy family is quite effective for measuring the simi-
larity among the texts and the results obtained by this family is the closest
to the baseline result.
7.2 Feature Extension to this Research
There is clearly many future directions to enrich this area of research. One of the
direct extension of this research is by averaging many experts topics matrix and
to narrow this matrix to be as accurate as possible. Another area of research
is to classify the sacred book translation according to the accuracy level of
translation. One approach to do this could be by also comparing the distance
between the topical assignment of an author and the averaged ψ matrix. As it
states before, the semantic structure is strong between sacred texts for many






ch27 2 20 14 16 6 15 13 4 19 5 10 17 9 3 8 18 12 1 11 7
ch3 10 20 14 16 13 2 15 4 5 6 19 17 9 3 8 18 12 11 1 7
ch29 2 20 14 19 16 6 13 4 15 5 10 9 17 3 8 18 12 1 11 7
ch23 1 16 6 20 9 2 14 19 7 10 13 15 5 4 8 17 3 18 12 11
ch7 10 16 20 14 2 13 6 9 15 4 5 19 17 3 8 18 12 7 11 1
ch22 9 20 16 14 13 10 2 19 6 15 4 5 17 3 8 18 12 1 11 7
ch12 7 16 20 14 6 10 13 9 2 15 4 5 17 19 8 3 18 12 1 11
ch19 6 20 16 14 2 4 15 5 13 17 9 19 8 3 10 18 12 11 1 7
ch24 9 19 16 20 6 14 10 2 13 4 15 5 17 3 8 18 7 12 1 11
ch14 16 10 9 20 14 19 6 2 7 13 15 4 5 17 3 8 18 12 1 11
ch6 16 14 20 10 13 6 2 4 15 9 5 17 3 19 8 18 12 7 1 11
ch18 9 20 13 14 16 2 15 4 6 19 10 5 17 3 8 18 12 1 11 7
ch5 10 14 20 13 16 4 2 5 15 19 17 3 6 9 8 18 12 1 11 7
ch2 13 20 14 16 4 2 15 5 10 17 6 3 9 8 18 19 12 11 1 7
ch9 16 9 6 20 14 13 10 2 7 4 5 15 19 17 3 8 18 12 1 11
ch4 14 20 16 13 10 2 15 4 5 6 19 17 9 3 8 18 12 1 11 7
ch30 19 20 14 2 4 15 16 5 9 10 6 17 13 3 8 18 12 11 1 7
ch10 14 20 16 13 4 15 5 10 2 17 6 19 3 8 18 9 12 1 11 7
ch13 7 20 16 14 4 15 5 6 17 13 2 10 9 8 18 19 3 11 12 1
ch1 2 16 13 20 10 14 6 9 4 15 5 19 17 3 7 8 18 12 1 11
ch20 16 6 9 20 14 2 7 19 10 13 4 15 5 17 3 8 18 12 1 11
ch26 9 16 20 14 10 2 6 19 13 4 15 5 17 3 8 18 12 7 1 11
Ch27.JE 12 8 17 20 5 15 4 3 14 13 2 18 16 6 10 19 9 11 1 7
Ch3.D 3 20 5 15 4 14 17 13 2 8 16 11 18 6 19 10 12 9 1 7
Ch29.JE 17 8 20 15 4 5 12 14 3 13 2 6 18 16 10 19 9 11 1 7
Ch23.IS 8 20 4 15 5 14 17 16 2 13 3 12 6 18 10 19 9 1 11 7
Ch7.G 15 20 4 5 14 17 8 3 18 2 13 16 6 12 19 10 9 11 1 7
Ch22.IS 8 20 17 4 15 5 14 12 3 13 2 16 18 6 19 10 9 1 11 7
Ch12.G 11 20 4 15 3 5 17 14 18 8 6 16 13 2 19 10 12 9 7 1
Ch19.IS 12 20 15 8 4 5 17 14 3 2 16 13 18 6 19 10 9 11 1 7
Ch24.IS 1 8 20 15 5 17 3 12 14 4 2 13 6 16 18 19 10 11 9 7
Ch14.E 5 4 20 15 3 14 17 8 2 18 13 6 16 12 19 10 9 11 7 1
Ch6.G 15 20 4 5 14 17 3 8 2 18 13 16 6 12 19 10 9 11 1 7
Ch18.E 18 20 5 4 15 14 3 17 2 8 13 16 6 10 12 19 9 11 1 7
Ch5.D 5 20 3 4 15 14 17 8 18 2 16 13 6 12 10 19 11 9 7 1
Ch2.D 5 3 20 4 15 14 17 8 2 13 16 18 6 10 12 11 19 9 1 7
Ch9.G 15 20 4 5 17 14 18 3 8 2 13 16 6 12 19 10 9 11 1 7
Ch4.D 11 3 20 5 4 15 14 17 8 16 18 13 2 6 19 10 12 9 1 7
Ch30.JE 17 20 4 15 14 5 8 3 13 2 6 12 18 16 10 19 9 11 7 1
Ch10.G 18 15 20 4 5 17 14 11 3 8 13 2 16 6 12 10 19 9 7 1
Ch13.E 4 20 5 15 14 17 3 13 8 2 16 18 6 19 12 11 9 10 7 1
Ch1.D 5 20 3 15 4 14 17 8 2 13 16 18 6 10 12 19 9 11 7 1
Ch20.IS 12 20 15 4 8 5 17 14 3 2 16 13 6 18 19 10 9 11 1 7
Ch26.JE 12 20 5 17 4 15 8 14 3 13 16 2 6 18 10 19 9 11 1 7
Table A.1: Topics Projection of learning Set
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Chapter Distance Similarity.R Similarity.CTM Difference.row Difference.CTM.full
Deut.1, ch26 Cosine 5 98.9 28 65.9
Deut.1, ch14 Cosine 3 99.1 47 49.1
Deut.1, ch15 Cosine 3 99.7 13 83.7
Deut.29, ch1 Cosine 4 99.1 29 66.1
Deut.29, ch3 Cosine 5 99 20 74
Deut.1, ch26 euclidean 90 27.97 57 5.03
Deut.1, ch14 euclidean 90 27.97 40 22.03
Deut.1, ch15 euclidean 89 23.56 73 7.56
Deut.29, ch1 euclidean 90 18.32 57 14.68
Deut.29, ch3 euclidean 90 17.77 65 7.23
Deut.1, ch26 Hellinger 52 10 19 23
Deut.1, ch14 Hellinger 52 9 2 41
Deut.1, ch15 Hellinger 52 10 36 6
Deut.29, ch1 Hellinger 90 12 57 21
Deut.29, ch3 Hellinger 90 12 65 13
Deut.1, ch26 Bhatt. 33 38 0 5
Deut.1, ch14 Bhatt. 32 37 18 13
Deut.1, ch15 Bhatt. 33 37 17 21
Deut.29, ch1 Bhatt. 35 41 2 8
Deut.29, ch3 Bhatt. 35 40 10 15
Deut.1, ch26 Manh. 35.33 34.94 2.33 1.94
Deut.1, ch14 Manh. 35.26 34.84 14.74 15.16
Deut.1, ch15 Manh. 35.32 34.91 19.32 18.91
Deut.29, ch1 Manh. 35.78 35.1 2.78 2.1
Deut.29, ch3 Manh. 35.75 35.01 10.75 10.01
Deut.1, ch26 K-L 51.21 8.82 18.21 24.18
Deut.1, ch14 K-L 52.8 7.61 2.8 42.39
Deut.1, ch15 K-L 5.2 7.6 10.8 8.4
Deut.29, ch1 K-L 50.86 9.74 17.86 23.26
Deut.29, ch3 K-L 49.17 9.73 24.17 15.27
Deut.1, ch26 clark 99.92 89.01 66.92 56.01
Deut.1, ch14 clark 99.9 90.95 49.9 40.95
Deut.1, ch15 clark 99 91.37 83 75.37
Deut.29, ch1 clark 99 90.5 66 57.5
Deut.29, ch3 clark 99 90.83 74 65.83
Deut.1, ch26 Chi-Square 78 78.39 45 45.39
Deut.1, ch14 Chi-Square 78 78.28 28 28.28
Deut.1, ch15 Chi-Square 78.03 78.28 62.03 62.28
Deut.29, ch1 Chi-Square 77.6 78.16 44.6 45.16
Deut.29, ch3 Chi-Square 77.6 78.09 52.6 53.09
Deut.1, ch26 Jenson.S 22 50 11 17
Deut.1, ch14 Jenson.S 21.69 50 28.31 0
Deut.1, ch15 Jenson.S 21.65 50 5.65 34
Deut.29, ch1 Jenson.S 22.92 51 10.08 18
Deut.29, ch3 Jenson.S 22.88 51 2.12 26
Table A.2: Similarity and Distance table
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Distance mean.Simiarity.CTM mean.Difference.CTM mean.Simiarity.row mean.Difference.row
Bhattacharyya 38.6 12.4 33.6 9.4
clark 90.532 59.132 99.364 67.964
Cosine 99.16 67.76 4 27.4
euclidean 23.118 11.306 89.8 58.4
Hellinger 10.6 20.8 67.2 35.8
Jenson Shanon 50.4 19 22.228 11.432
Manhattan 34.96 9.624 35.488 9.984
Symmetric Chi-Square 78.24 46.84 77.846 46.446
Symmetric K-L 8.7 22.7 41.848 14.768
















Zachariah|John the Baptist|Jesus" , ignore.case=TRUE)
#Female Quran list
docs[[j]] <- gsub("she|Maryam|woman|womenn|Asiyah|Wife|Wives|female




































# Drinks in Quran and Bible
docs[[j]]<-gsub("Water|Milk













































Figure B.1: The density of the chosen-topics sorted by biblical experts
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